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INTRO DU j TIO !-f. 
In December , 1924-, at the ..nnual U.ongress !eet in! of the 
Suid Afrikaanse On~erwysers Unie a p~per was read by Dr . H. Cruse 
on "Intelligt.nce Tests an:l their application to the School.a" . 
Aa a result of this paper it was decided to a ppoint a Committee 
to attempt to standardise tests for pupils in South African 
schools , since no set of tests from any one country can 
• 
be adeq_uately a d opted in any- other co untr~ in view of the vast 
differences existing in raci al and climatic c;:onditions. 
The CoimD.i ttee approached the Department of Education 
for financial support . The Superintendent-General a 6reed to 
give financial aid but suggeat_ed that the SJuth rican Teacner' s 
Association be allowed to do-operate , so as to obt in a 
doublb seri es of tests; one in Aftikaans am. one in English, t he 
· two being equi val en 't as nearly as possible . sub-com.wi ttee 
was appointed in tay , 19-25 consisting of Prof . Reyburn,, Dr. Cruse 
and nr . l&l.lherbe ,. who were to be res onsible for collectin:; the 
material for su:;h tests. Prof. Heyburn undertook the collectin~ 
of the ma. terial for the nglish . while Drs . Cruse an:l 1 alherbe 
undertook the collecting for the Afrikaans series . The full 
committee compiled a team of tests which they thought to be 
suitable. I t was at this stage in the history of the Inte ll i ..,.ence 
Tests for Sout African 'JUpils , that the present investi~ tion 
was undertaken . Its object was t o collect naterial in order to 
. 
determine the value and validity of the Tests arranged by the 
Cammi t t.e e. , · 
The results o 1hia investigation, as given in this 
report, are dealt with fr om two aspects . I n Part. l is given the 
general analysis of 
(1 ) the suitability of the text and arrangement of the 
tea ts. · 
(2) the order of difficulty of items constitutL 
each test. 
This is followed by s uggesti ans for regrading. 
I n Part 1I the results are analysed. statisticall,r. 
'!'he/ 
l"h~ Te sts r i n a d Descri tion . 
The team of tests compiled by the Committee in 1925 , .ere. 
eleven i n number. 'these were ta ken from various at nd dised 
sets , together wi th t o ori-s inal test s . The f"rst of t e 
s~ries , ·rest l owes i ts orig in to Dx • • G. " lherbe , of tti.e 
Department of """duca tion , cape Town U-nivers ity, a d is a 
!Sl.tdh Des.i 6 n Cons t ruction Tes~. seen in the ap endix 
(ifh,. 2,ll- ) it consists of a serie s of stiff cards numbered l to 
9 on e.aoh of vb i c t1 some h ead.less ma tches are gl ued to form a 
des i gn . Numbers l to 6 consecutively i ncrea se i n nUI!!ber of 
designs and each card thus offers a little more difficulty 
than the !I'e ceeding one . I tem 7 '3.Ild following of t he 
series are a little different . Here , the stiff card has 
on i t but one f i 3ure and the subject as required to co mp lete 
the ~esign on the card. Thro u,)1out the test, each card was 
exposed to the sub ject for exact y s conds and then put a; 
The subject , ~ v ,,. een g iven some headless 
asked to re produce t he desiJn . 
to . es as 
Test 2 is a rea soning test ani is a modified type 0.1. ."3urts ' 
eaaoning Test " . The test is in the form of pro blema .,, lli 
cons i s s o a se t of cards numbere.d 1 to 10 on e ach of which 
i s a problem, (ap endix l P f . ) . The subject was told to 
lo 
read the roblem an 'ft. try and ive an ans er . en tll1.:: 
oa.ve an ansier • t e reason far that answer was 
wa s a:cepted whether right or wrong . 
Tes t i a the C41 Tea,{ap n ix p . ~- ) ~ This test VI 
taken fr om Knox ( eric n .. ests). The a ~ratus used 
board 16 " x 4 " divided into four equal 
/. 
blue ,. _;reen ard yello reap e ctively ; each s quare had. 
it a one inc h cube of the same colo ur . 
boa rd were referr ed to a s follows :- · 
he coloured 
red :t l, blue a 2, green • 3 and yellow • e boa.rd , 
placed in front of ttie child so that t e red -11.z1 (l) 
subject's l ef t . The examiner used. e. black cu- ~~ i t h 
t~ uch eac l of t h mounted cu oes in tur ccor di 1 
numhers eiven i n the i nstr uct· ns . 
as 
- v -
naa ta ·en from the "Ji.nets ' 1,est of i1epetition oi 
Digits . e series of numbers from the instruction oook was read 
to the subject who was asked to re eat them(for digits iven sree 
append.ix p 1#-. ) . 
Teat B was taKen from Ternn.n (Stanford Revis· on) a was 
similar to , the only difference being that the sub j ect was asked 
to re eat the digits backvtards( s ee appendix for dig its aiven p. 4--... } . 
omprehension of situations forma the 5th T~st and was taken 
froll' Tern:an . : :In this test, the subje.ct was asked soire uestians 
involving a situation which was in the form of "what would you do if •• ~ 
reasonably sensible answer .,as requireQ(for set of questions 
see appendix p 5 ) • 
Test 6 was originated by Mr . J~G . TayJor of the Department o 
sychology, Cape Town Uni~ersity . This is an or~entation test, 
the apparatus for wnic h was provided by n- . Tayl.or . ~e apparatus 
was a wooden cube of l inch s ide made up of eight t inch cubes 
(ap end.ix Jr,,,~ The out er surface of ttie large cube was painted 
black, but the inner surf aces were left white . A similar cube of 
l, inch side , Illa.de up of 27 half inch cutes was also used . The 
outar surface of this was painted bl.a.ck . The constit.uents of the 
1 inch aide cu be were left free ,.hile those of the l a rger cube were 
ulued tobether with the exception of l cube(a) having one black face , 
l cube (b) he.vin7 2 blac~ faces ad 1 cube ( n) having 3 black faces . 
In addition to this there va.s a i inch cube. with4 black aces ad 
another with 5 black faces . The su 'tu ect as asked to re-assemble 
the cube of l inch side , the pieces o'f which had been sc ttered; also 
to fill in the larger cue . 
Test 7 is a mental arithmetic test, there being 14 pro ~ems 
in all ( a pe ndi:JC p 6. Problems numbered 1 to 10 were co npil d 
by various members of the Committee but numbers 11 to 14 were ts.ken 
from the Stanford Revision set of Arithmetic tests . 
Test 8 i s a 91Disaected Sentences" teat . The idea was take n 
from the Binet test but in this case the Cozmnittee compiled 
the a ctual dissected sentences . These sentences w re printed in 
capitals on t'li,O cards (appendix p . 7. ) and were riven to tl e 
subject Jho vaa a ed to re - cons.truct the eenter.ce to mak e sense. 
Test 9J 
Test 9 s an bsurdi ty Test ada ted by the Co:mmittee fr om 
the Binet pictu~e tea and the rican Group Test . Instead o 
inserting discrepancies(the American form) the Comnittee inserted 
.absurdities into each picture . TLere are 6 pi ctures in all . The 
child was asked to pick out the absurdity in the picture and if 
a minor one was d iscovered, the child was asked forte more iffll)ortant 
Jnes . 
Teat 9B i s similar to Test 9A. in that it is an absurdity 
test 1 but is 3 ven in a different form . The absurdities involved 
here v,ere given in t he form of sentences . '!'here are 12 cards 
used in this test , and on each card is a statement containing an 
absurd i ty (append i x p . i. ) . 
for Tes. t 9 • 
The procedure was the same as that 
Te at 10. He.re the wel 1 kno1;:n or te us l!a. z.e Te at 1a s used. 
( append.ix i'i, 14. By soroo m_eans or othex .. number 11 was not 
fai thf'ully reprodu.ced . Tb.ere were 2 lines missing in the pr int s u~ ed . 
for th i s tea ting. By this mistake , two extra exi ts were offered ; 
• 
one extra in the patll adJoining the c entre and one extra in the 
path adjoining the final eid t . The extr1:1. exit offered in the first 
case , vas about equidistant howe ver , and thus could make but 
little difference in finding"the shortest y out" as wao reques ·~ed . 
1ne second extra exi t made an appreciable difference in tb.is y , .dnce 
it was nearer the final exit than the official one . Hor. ver , as the 
tiire factor(although recorded) w s ignored far the results of 
t his investigation , and as all sets of mazes were exactly the s a.."lle • 
t"be chances were equal for eac°ll child , and thus the mistake is of no 
account here . 
Test ll. is a vocabulary teat a ~ consists of t o lists ( and B) , 
of 100 words each( ppendix ~ - f· } . The method adopted by the 
Corimi ttee for obtaining these lists was the same as the inet 10d 
for the "Stanford Revision" . .i. e idea being to obtain 10 ords 
aveul. spaced throughout t e Diqtionary , the Cornmittee dec i ded upon 
a certain numbered v.urd on a certain numbered page . e . - . (say) the lOt. 
word on every 10th page . The list thus obtained \1.0.S graded in order 
of difficulty by the Commi ttee. 
Concise Diction ry . 
The Dictionary used , vas the Oxfar 
The/ 
-.o-
The method of scoring _-,1a s that la i d down by the Commi-;;tee in 
11 Instructions for Examiners" , for all tests other tban Test 2, 4A and 
4BJ' the divergence in these beins; i nevitable . The instr uc tions for 
Test 2 in the book mentioned above werertmake no entry in t he column 
for results•. Here, the examiner used her own discretion as to 
the validity of the answer ..,iven and the usuaJ. plus ( + ) or minua (- ) 
sign was recorded, + being scored f'or any logical reason given , but -
for any correct answer not followed by a lo gical reason. 
For tests 4A and 4B, the usua l method adopted is the 11 1 i n 3" 
method of Terman. Since some groups of digits were limited t ·o 2 
.t 
sets , and in order to obtain a detailed raph for each set of 
d. gits, the examiner scored according to the number of dieits rem.eobe 
e . g. If 4 digits were remembered, the subJect scored 4 and so on . 
Part 1. 
A.a· has been shown, the present set of te st.s under investigation 
• 
has been selected freely from several well. known s tandardised sets of 
tests used both in Europe 9:.nd .America. In sone- cases the teats \/e re 
taken verbatim from the standardised sets , while in other cases th 
t sts h a ve been adapted, as was thought t' it , t o t he me eds of this 
country. It has been essential/ therefore to treat. the v1hole set of 
tests as original tests for the purpose of this investiga tion. 
Although norms a re knowi for the t ests taken verbatim from the 
standardised tests , the acc.eptance of such norms could not be 
Justified without extensive trials of such tests in this c ountry,, due 
to fu.e different racial and environme ntal c onditions ; this applies 
with greater for ce to those tests which have been adapted . 
In the selection of subjects for testing, all possible precautions 
bave been taken to eliminate such interfering factors as sex nd n 
"selected't grou • Consequently the sub j ects chosen were all b oys ·and 
t h e two schools from mi.ch the subjects were drawn were entirely 
different . Furthermore , the subjects of the particular age test d 
-were taken at rand om fr om three different classes in eac11 ~cbool . 
Tb.e originaJ. intention wasto conf'ine the testing to boys of 
average age 9 as this represents the median school a?e . I o~ever, 
the set of test~ indicat.ed that they were applicable to o 
subjec_ts . thus , the testing 1as exte nd ed to include b oys 
13 to 15 . The results of the testing of the first and s eco· d 
gro u2/ 
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group of subjects, ages 8 to IO and I3 to I 5 respectively, are trea t ed 
separately in the detailed discussi~n of the tests below. 
Testing of the First Group. 
on completing the testing of a group of 60 boys of ages St a IO 
it appeared Justifiable to review the results for indications of 
any serious faults in the text of the tests or in the method of testi ng . 
A list of marks was compilea for each test and a gr aph 
plotted to show the order of difficulty of the separate items of each 
test as measured by the number of subjects passing each item. 
Teat I. the match design test, indicates t nat the test is inclined 
~ be too easy for ages 8to IO. The grading in order of difficulty, 
is quite good ( F igure I). The position of question one is no doubt 
due to the subJectts unfamiliarity with the test, and may be overcome, 
were a practice design given first. No 6 and 9 of test I call f or 
attention and will be discussed later under the heading• regrading 
of tests•. were this test given a trial on younger children, it 
may prove to be of more value. 
Test 2. gave more favourable results ( Figu~e 2) although it is 
apparently slightly difficult for children of age 9. To obtain a 
·better ~rder of difficulty this test needs a slight regrading and t he 
latter part ·of the test needs further trial on older boys. 
• 
Test 3. gave quite a fair result. Although the first part shows regular 
steps, yet there is a rather lomg one between the third and f ourth 
step ( Items 6&7 Figure 3) 
older boys is essential • 
further trial for the latter par t on 
Test 4a. proved fairly satisfactory. The steps in the gra ph (F ig 4) 
are rather apt to follow those of the latter part of test 3. "Steps" 
of fair range were expected but although they are regular, the y a re too 
steep to qualify as a good t•st. 
Test 4b. being similar to 4a gave almost identical results {Fig 5) 
a nd the no~ on 4a can also be applied here. 
The result of Teat 5 shows it to be too simple in the early s tages for 
age 9 (Fig 6) and the order of difficulty does not seem t o be quite 
a fair one. 
-?-
The test needs re3 ading acco:!"cJ.i c;,ly . IteiJ l of tL1i:::; tes-c ·ave 
oo · results ; tnis is due to t e form or the answer generally 1.? iven . 
The ans ,er invariably given in these rec ord.s was" cti ans s pa • 
louder than words" , and hen an explanation of that phrase was 
reques t ed , to see if the child reas J..ised its meaning , there was none 
forthcoming . ... e subject in such a case was t.>iven minus( - ). 
Teat 6 is unfortunately of no value for cges 9 and over 
{fi gure 7) .. 11 the subjects found the test very easy . The 
test gav e an in ereeting result as regards difriculty , ho ver, 
as it is exactly oppos i te to all. previous tests . The child 
finds i t easier as he pr oceeds . This nm.y be due to pradtice am. 
an incr easing familiarity with the number of black faces on the cubes . 
This test may be 'l!l'ery valuable f or youn6er children and is certainly 
. worthy of further tri a l. 
Test ? gave excellent results(f i gure 8) . it b an insert i on 
between numbers 3 and 4 or an alteration of number 4 , r.he r e the 
only long ' step • i n the graph oc curs , the irst art of this 
test should be a very rel· able test for this age. . The latter pnrt 
re qui res further trial on older boys . 
The r es ult of Teat 8 was decidedly pleasing(figure 9 ) but needs 
re grading , while the 1 ttter part should be given to older bq,e . 
1 th this done , :test 8 should prove very suitable • 
• 
Test 9A gave similar resul. ts to that of Test 6 .. i th the 
I 
exception of the f irst picture , 66 per cent of the boys scored ful y 
on each question ( figure lo) . e graph is s imilar t o that of Te at 6 
and is probably due to praotice in obs erv• tion. The pictures 
bave their absurdities rather too obviously indicated and were 
there more obscure absurdities inv olved , the t est might prove more 
valuable . 
Test 9B ; an absurdity test in the form of a statement - proved 
far super ior as a test of f i nd i ng absurdities t han he icture 
test ( f i gure 11 ). Re gradin g in order of difficulty is needed, 
also a further trial on older boys . 
Test 10 . The result here was most d isappoin t i n {f i .:;ure 2) • 
l subjects sco~ecl ~ceed.ingly hi h rna rk1h i. suggesti on fo r a 
different method of sc oring is given unler the 1ead ir1_, ,, e ,.:rad ing'' • 
Item 9 is rather low on the graph and i s probably due to the f·c., 
---
that ai·though it i s similar in structure to items 10 and 11, 
for which 4 tries are all owed , ye t 1 follow ing the instructions 
~i ven, it was necessary to mark it in the same way as the 
preceding mazes, fo r , ,h ich only two trials are allowed. 
The vocabulary test(lists llA and llB) proved to be good 
lists. The latter part of each is too difficult f or these 
ages , as was anticipa ted . For true resul ts on t he lat t er pa~ts 
of these lists, t hey ahoul.d be given to older boys . 
Summinz Up . 
From the above results, it is shorn th9.t Testa 2,7.a 9B and 
11.A are the outstanding ones but need regrading in order o:r 
difficulty and a further trial on older boys f or the la tter parts 
of the tests. 
Tests number 1.,3, 4 and 4B proved to be of:fair value only 
while Tests number 5 , 6,9 and 10 , being too easy for subjects of 
age 9, should be omitted in tes~ing children ove r this age bu t 
should be given . trial on younge r ch ildren. 
prelimina ry Regrading of Tests 2. 'Z, 8 and 9B. 
These tests , from the results obtained, needed re ~radin; , 
and this was done in various ways : - in some cases the figures 
in the text were altered, where the problem appeared too 
difficult as e xpressed in the original form (Test 7) . In others , 
the pos itio nl of the words were changed(Test 8) while in a few 
the order of presentation was the only alteration (Tests 2 and 9B) 
For tne regrading of Test 2 the order of presentation of 
the cards was changed. This rev ieed ord.er was cha sen fr the 
gr..., ph which su ggests tha.1i with interchange of the number s of the 
que stion, the scale of distrib u tion should . . be qui te good {figure 2 ) 
The new order was as fo l lows :- 1~3, 2,.4,.6 , 7.,5 , 8,9 arx:l the cards 
were re-numbered accordingly for further trials. 
Test 7 needed but little re grading . Item 4 is obviously 
t oo hard. were this problem rendered easier of solution the 
d i fficulty may be abridged{appendix p . h. for problem) . 
Consequently item 4 was changed . into •1r 2 pencils cost 6d. how 
many can you buy !'or 24:d?" The examiner found that mos t 
children , in the original problem, divided the 5d . by 2 and then 
divi ed/ 
- 9 -
div ided the 50d. by that a newer . Thus , by mn.lcino; the 
answer of the first division a whole number, (3d. ins ead of 
2id) the second division vas rendered easier. Item 9 of 
Teat 7 appears rather easy in that position but it may be 
advantageous to let it remain so aa an impetus for 
further e f fort in the succeeding difficult problems. 
For the purpose of regrading Teat 8 , the method adopted wa s 
t ha t of changing the pos ition of the words , since the 
sentences were already graded according to the number of 
ords e mploye d. Item 2 (figure 9) is a pparently too 
difficult. To rectify this, the recorded answers were 
examined . ~rom these it was seen that the main dif~icu lty 
arose from Sun and Day being adjacent words and being 
taken as one word "Sun~" . The position of the ords was 
changed and "the" wa s i n erposed between the t o offe nd ing 
w.ords; the new dissected sentence ran Day the sun shines by'1 , 
The next sentence to be changed was item 4 (figure 9 ) which 
seemed rather too easy and so the ord "a it was placed 
between "dog" a nd "trees"' as a complica tion . Item 5 (figure 9 
was just a l ittle t o o hard . The same metho~ of ins ecting 
recorded answers was empl oyed am it was found that most 
subjects persisted in asserting that ~monkeys have some very 
short taila". It was hope d that by placing r•somett ne xt to 
•monkeys", the suggestion would be taken and the diffic ulty 
overcome . 
Ite a 8 ,.9 and 10 of Test 8 are f'ar too complicated for 
boys of 9 to 11. From the recorded answers it is obvious that 
the meaning of the a ctual words employed is far beyond the 
child. ' s kno 1'hree new sentences s h ould be inserted 
in their stead. 
Test 9B . needed r egr ad ing in order of difficu1ty and 
the met hod en.ployed here v.as the same as that employed for 
regrading Test 2 , viz. , interchange of the numbers of the 
problems . The new order, c hose n from the graph(figure 11) 
was :- 1 ,.2, 7 ,. 6.,4, i ,,5,. 8 , 3, l.O, 11, 12 • 
Test 11 was graded according to order of difficulty and! 
a new list of 50 words for ages 9 t o ll( see appendix ~41) 
-10 -
was com iled . 
Di s cu s sion of Remai n::irg Te st s . 
Although Teat l did not ive favourable resul~s or t hese 
ages , yet i t should be tried out. on youn6er boys . Before 
doing s o , it i s worth while exemining the gr ph(figur e 1) . 
Items 1 1 6 and 9 of the Test are very low on the graph.. Item 1 
may be overcol!J: by g iving a practice Test . The position of 
i tems 6 and 9 nay be due to the fact tha t although thes e two 
bear resemblance to the ma i n theme of constr uction we t the y 
are ver y different as a hole . ere I tems 5 and 6 interohan 0 ed , 
the graph may .:;ive a better l i ne . The difficulty rray be 
due to both end matche s of the design in I tem 5 being moved 
centr 1 and then moved out a rds again in I tem 6 . Perhaps 
the moving of only l match central , as it would be if Item 6 
:tiollowed item 4 ., followed by the moving of both. em ma tcbes 
central as in· item 5 ,. would g ive b e tter results . 
however , needs trial . 
That 
A further trial on Test 5 may tiive better results as to 
order of difficulty and shoul d b e tried thus with the order 
changed according to the graph {fi~ure 6) to 3,2,1,4, 5 ,7, 6 . 9 ~ 
a.10 . 
Test 10 , d.i f:te rently marlred , rmy b e of some value and 
should be gi ve n further trial with this object in view. I nptead 
of allowing 1 mark for solving the maze in t he allotted numbe r 
of ·trials , the subject who only uses 1 try should gain more 
marks than he who make s use of t he full number allo ~ed . 
The following method of mark i ng could be given trial ;j,-
I n the case of 2 trials being allo ed , 1 try scores 2 , while 
2 tr ie s s c ur e only l • Those items allowed 4 trials score 
likewise , t he subject needing l try scores - , while the 
subject needing t he al otted trials sea res but 1 mark . 
Teat.a 3,. 
of results . 
and 4B should be retained for confirmation 
Since Tests 6 and 9 are very obviously too s mple they 
should be omitted for children over 9 but given tria on 
younger c hildren . 
sting of 2nd . Group and the liea ul te . 
The regraded teats required to be tried out in their new 
form an in most cases, the latter part demand.eel further 
trial on older boys . t;onaequent ly the 2nd. group to be tested, 
was one of 40 boys, of ages 13 o 15 . The b oys ere ch osen 
from various sta ndards in the shcool . ith these boys , tests 
6 and 9A we re omitted as determined from the r es lts of 
the t e sting of ()oup l. All the others 1ere gt ven in the 
form indicated under "Preliminary He ading . 
eaults. on t he whole, this gr oup gave similar resul~s to 
the 1.· ir a t. oup . 
Te s.ta · +• ,.4 
in gr o up 1.. 
a nd 4B gave al.most ident i ca res ults as 
Teat 2 proved a go od teat with t hese boys(f i g~r 13) 
It still needs slight regr ding , ho ever, and items 5 and 6 
are still too difficult. "is dif f icul t y is pro bab 
text. 
due t o t he · 
The actual text of the items was amined. to see 
· 1r therein laS t.he solution . Item. ·5 is perhaps not 
qui te a fair pr ocesa of pure elimination(see Test 2, Item 5, 
appemiix p . I.), t he log ic being too involved for 
even this age . 
Perhap s the use of anoth er flo er in item 6 would b e 
an advantage and h elp to overcome t he difficulty encountered. 
Since these tests a re for South r ican c:h ildren, to ham t h:. 
bu ttercup is unknown, it may be better t o use the name of 
a South rican flower . In this item, the chil.d has not :rmrel 
t he logic with which to juggle , b ut he has a.ls.a to nake himsel f 
f . 1{ar with. a n unfamiliar t h ing- the buttercup, the col.our 
of wnich he is g ive n in the t ext above t h e pr oble?Jl. Perhaps 
the p roblem c oula. be tried out using the name of a South 
fri can common flower an• the results rec ordeci . It ht 
here be added that it would be useless to i nsert "aloe 11 
as only 10 per cent of the younger children kn ew this flower 
vm.en used in the vocabulary l ist of _est 11 . 
t hough Test 5 was re r ed. it 1ave no res 11 ts of any 
value/ 
- 1 2-
vB.;1,ue , since the whole of the t e at is too eaa f or a lat ( f i ur.e 
st 7 gav e a better res ult when thS a l t ered r oblern{number ~ 
was g iven (figure 15). The t e st is a v e ry go od one f or t h is 
of 
a g~ a nd now t ha t it has been tried. on b oy s~ages 9 t o 11, a nd 13 
to 1.5 it is ready f or reg rading . , 
rte 3 still. of fers sli ght difficulty . '!'he r ecorde d ans wer• 
were re-re a d and t he answer was inva ri a bly found. to be 2/. 
J&vidently the children were careless a nd rea d t te problem as 
"4 pe a rs for 3d." .. There rray be no need f or a gr ea t cb.anJ e here , 
were the examiner in fu~ure be a llo ed, · 1n the case of such 
"' an ams,..er be i ng received , to diverge fr om the instru ct i ons 
"accept t h e ans wer wheth e r it is ri ght or wr ong" and. t o ask 
t he subject to re-read the problem c are f ully . e re t he pr obiem 
to rea d "4 pears a t 3d. pe r pear", t h e difficulty nay prove l e s s . 
Pfoblem 8 a ppears to be too difficul t eve n for the se 
ages (13 to 15 ) and it is suggested t hat t h is probltm be ei t h er 
omitted f r om the Tes t or give n as the las t prob l e m o~ t he tes t . 
A furthe r suMestion is ma.de here for Test ? , itri r egcird 
to t he la.st four problems, viz. ,. 12 to 14 i nclusive( append ix P· b ' 
Prob em 11 i s of uite fa ir difficulty but as s oon as it 
be c orre E'.l ne cessary to t ro w a t er awa y, as it is i n problems 12 , 
13 and 14 ., t e c il ren f ind. the problems very d. i ff icul t . s 
t ese problems are u sed by Terna n for adul s, youn~r Bu b ects 
might be gi'ven ~tp a ni t l d t hat a ny water they do not req uire 
can be thrown away . 
thoug h Tes t 8 waa s o pr omi s ine with the f irs t gr oup i t 
a s unfortuna te l y very dis appoi nt·ng with t h is gro up {fig ur e 16) . 
F.rom the gra ph it appears tha t whi le it elils l - 7 a r e too e a sy , 
and therefore of little value !or age 1~ .. yet i t e m 8 to 10 
i nclusive a re not of a ny more value since the y are to o dif i cult. 
This is due, to the words chosen ! or th e s entences - wo f ds 
i ncompre h ens i lle to ch i l dre n. 
Te st 9B gave ex ce l lent results. b out h al f of the sta t erre n ts 
ar e :c a ther ea sy for this a ge( f i g ure 17) whil e the other half ar"' 
quite fair t.ests . The t e s t nee d s r urtll er re rrad i ~ s t r~ t a ll 
t O easy sta t ement s toJ ethe r l ead up t o the LlO e a.ifficult ones 
waic 1 s.ho uld f arm the l a tte r part of the t e a t an 1 thus be va lid 
for/ 
for ages 9 t o l4. 
It is interesting t.o note t tat no one managed to explain 
the absurdity of number 12 of this test 9B. 
Test 10 1as give n to these older boys as a trial for the 
new method of mar ing . 'fhis mrking proved of no 
avail however, for only 1 hoy scored lower than 77 per cent. 
Teat 11.. the voca bulary test, again proved an excellent t es t. 
s umming U'.P. 
on the h ol.e the results resemble t o e of the 1st P,roup . 
Tests 1.3, ,4B, 5 and 10 are valueless a s tests f or a 0 es 1 3 
and over . 
Tests 2. 'l.9B and 11 are good tests, but still need slight 
regrading . 
Test 8 1 although so promising in the 1 t gr oup , was disappointin., 
and nee.ds an entirely new latter half I as the words in numbers 




Revie ing the result s of tne testing of both groups , i t' 
appears that Testa 1>3 , 4B and 5 yield but poor results while 
Tats 6. 9 and l.O are use::Ws for chil ren of age 9 and over . 
Teat 8 yielded ·ood res ults with group I. 
Tests 2.,7,.9B and 11. gave excellent results in both testin35 
but in each test, regrading is essential . 
or this purpoa e the 100 s ubje eta were considered as 
one group so that t~ tests could be made ,z lid for ages 
9 to 14 . 
The performanoe acal.e of the IOO a~bjeota in Testa 2,7,8,9, 
waa plotte4 and regrading in order of difficulty was based 
an these graphs. 
Yor Test 11, the percentage correct for each of the 20 words 
was calcula ted . 
Regrading of Testa. 2e7, 8 1 9R a 11 . 
Te-st 2. From the graph(figure 18) item.a 5 and 6 appear too 
difficult , and the suggt; stions for regrading ~ven under the 
headingtt7esting of the 2nd . Group" were foilo d. Item 5 
could be changed slightly so as to exclude 'unanie ' s chanc e 
of being ca lied the ~ ! • as many an~rs given far this 
problem were" unaniett . Thus , t he wordaflThe sheep must bave been 
carried there as there were no shee p nai:ka" should be inter -
polated . In Item 6., the name of the flower could be chan ed 
frcm butter - cup to sun ower a s !e children in South :fric 
know or have ever seen a buttercup whereas sunf ov.e rs are 
common in this country. e order of presentation .s hould be 
changed to : 1,3 , 2 , 4 , 6, 7, 8 , 9 , 5. 
Teat 7 . This test needs but slight regrading{f i gure 19) . Item 3 
can be made a little more emphatic by s aying"4 pears at 3d. per 
pear" , :while in Ite m 4 the a ltered figures used for the 2nd . 
group t.esting 1t1f 2 pencils cost. 6d • . how :rmny can you buy for 
24d11 • should be retained. 
Item 8 is far too dif i cult but could be r e t ained were i t g iven 
as the last problem of the serie s . l!' or problems 12 ,1 and. 14 
th e inclusion in the in tructiona of the words" y u can thro 
away any wa ter you d not rd.quire• s oul d help the ch· d .. 
rest a/ 
-
Test 8 • T1u·B test re eda. rather much al t era t i on( f igr re 20). I t ems 
. ~,4 , a nd 6 should be r e t ~ ined in the changed orde r a 7ive n to t he 
2nd . group , wile items 8 . 9 and 10 must be o~it~ed and 
s bsti tutes formed. 
The follo ring substitutes are suggested but need t ri • 
Item a · now readsttGenerally those very us who to are love kind . 
Item 9. "Some a pity do that is work it not like ~ople" . and 
10 " I t better the win like ia a ha rder t he to game we it" . 
Teat 9B . He.re , the cha nge of order of ·pr e s entation seems to 
be all th t is necessary . 'l'aking this ord.e·r fro~ t h e graph( f i gur e 2 r 
the items s ould be as follows :- 1 , 2 , 'Z , 6 .. 5 , 9 , 8,3,ll,10 , 12 . 
Test 11. The vocabulary test includes, a)O wo ds an fr om t hese 10 
word.a have been selected. which are s uitable for ages 9 to 15. 
These are given in order of difficulty c h osen fr om the ~ercentage 
correct for eac word . The firs.t 50 ,. ords are ch ose n from t he 
results of the testing of the lat . group am the second 50 word s 
from the results of the testing of the 2nd. group . 
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P RT 2. 
INTRODUCT.ION . 
The general analysis of the tests as g iven in Part I 
is confined entirely to the considera icn of the suitability 
of tne form of presentation of the tests , both as to order of 
uifficulty and the age limits for which the tests are valid . 
Such a general analysis based for the greater part on observations 
during the actual testing, although valuable as a means of 
adjustment of the tests does not yield any numerical index of 
the value of t he tests . 
The greater number of the standaraised sets of tests 
in existenc e to-day were compiled on the evidence of general 
analysis alone , their va lue as tests were bas ed on trial and 
error, and it is surprising, as has been pointed out by Spearman 
that they have proved so efficient. Such methods are not justif i-
- able to-oay when means are available of obtaining definite 
numerical indices of the qualita tive factors me asured by such 
tests, and the quantitative measurements of t hose f actors. 
Before proceeding with the general outline of t he 
methods used in the sta tistical analysis of the data it may be 
well to give some consideration here to the controversies which 
have arisen around the measurement of intelligence. It is only 
natural that with the development of specia lised statistical 
meth ods for t he analysis of measurements of mental a ctivity 
that controversies should ar i se aro und the interpret ation of 
observed phenomena ttRtt ct ue to the unavoidable limitations i mposed 
by the gradual evolution of t he statistical 1'.lethoda. 
The basis of the modern development in the statis-
-tical processes of analysis .of mental activity ~easurements 
was in t he observation by Spearman (I904)~that the correlatio" 
coefficients tencted towards a II peculi a r arrangement wh ich coul d 
be expressed mathematical l y" . The mathematical expression i ~ 
t he now well known Tetrad Equation. Speannan postula ted hi s 
"Two Factor '£heory '' as the u irect outcome of this e qua t ion, t h 
"g" factor wnich is general in all aeasurements, and tne ' s " 
factor which is specific to each measurement . He stated that 
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if the measurement of any mental ability is a ivisible into these 
two factors only then the tetrad equation is obeyed . 
Thomson~) however , by an artificial arrangement of dice was able 
to obtain hierarchy without a general factor and advanced in 
opposition to ~pearma.n ls "two factor theory' his 'sampling 
theory" . Thompen prefers to consider that in any mental activity 
a number of fac.tore ( "e") are used by the individual , these 
factors l,e ing merely a sample of the awnber of factors which 
the individual has at his command. 
At t h is stage in the controversy it appeared that 
an impae~{ri.a4 been reached . Garnett! on purely mathematical 
grounds was able to prove that Thomson's "e" factors and the 
"G" and ns" factors of Spearman were merely math ematical 
jransformations of each other and he p roved t he converse of 
Spearman' s theorem - that if equiproportion exists t hen ''g " a nd 
"s" alone are present . 
Since the "e" factors and the "g" and 11 s 11 factors 
are both able to s a tisfy the Tetrad Equation the selection of 
the interpretation rests entirely with t he i mmed iate aims in 
view. •• It is generally agreed upon that f or the purpose of 
measurement and , rediction of mental ability the "g" and ' s " 
factors are far simpler and more useful.'' L 'l>od~- (If)) · 
Adop t ing the "g" a nd "s" factors as indices it 
is po s sible to submit mental act i v i ty data to a fairly 
comprehensive analysis as laid down by Spearman ip n '.l'he Abilit i es 
of Man " . The procedure as given by Spearma n is therefore 
adopted t h roughout the statistical a nalysis of t he p resent data . 
The results of a statistical ana lys;s.of t he tests 
singly and as a team 1s presented in part two. fhe set of data 
for this anal ysis is taken from the s cores of the two groups 
tested {IOO boys ) as enumera ted i n part one. 
Test 6 and 9a are om&tted from the statistical 
analysis as they proves t o be valueless f o r the age of s ubj ects 
tested . As l i sts Ila a1\(i IIb gave a high correlation coeff ic i e nt 
( . 77) only the first list was taken for analysis in part two. 
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Weightihg of Scores . 
The scoring of each test is designed with the 
idea of simplicity and acc ~racy as the chief factors. Ra.ch 
test calls for its own method of marking t o attain these ends. 
Hence when the question of aggregating the scores for the team 
of tests arises , the summation of the scores for the individual 
tests does not give t he true aggregate f or t he performance of 
"-Ibo 
each subject , Subj ects ~ score relatively highly in those 
tests wi th high maximum marks, as compared with their scoring 
in tests with low maximum marks , obtain an aggregate score which 
is not commensurate with their general performance. To obtain 
true aggregates it is therefore necessary to balance the scoring 
of the different tests so that each test will have equal weight 
in the pooled scores. The equalising factor is obtainea f rom 
the Standard Deviation of the tests. Making the largest 
S .D. unity and expressing the remainder ~s reciprocals f their 
relation to the largest S.D. a factor is _thus obtained for multi-
-plying the score of each test. The summation of the corrected e e1 
scores for the tests thus gives a true aggregate for each subject's 
performance. 
The standard deviation is aerived from t he formula 
summation of squares of all deviations. 
nu1nber of subjects. ( IOO). 
The S.D . for the eleven tests under investigation and the 
equalising factor for each test are presented in t able I. 
The magnituoe of the equal ising factors is s u1ficient 
explanaticn in itself to stress the nece ssity of balancin~ e 1ch 
test in" pr oli g" the scores. In order to estimate the magnitude 
c f the errors involved in ranking on aggregate scores witnout 
balancing the inaividual tests , 22 boys from one class were 
ranked according to t he unbalanced and balanced scores and the 
deviations in position found. The maximum deviation was 8 ana the 
average deviation was 2. 2 . 
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TABLE I • 
Ne. of Tea t S .D . Equalising Factor 
I 2 . 10 8 . 55 
2 2 . 49 ? . 2I 
3 I. 69 I0 . 63 
4a I. 20 I 4 . 9? 
4b I . 34 13 . 40 
5 2 . 23 8 . 05 
? 2 . ?9 6.44 
8 2 . 20 8 .I6 
9b 2 .I? 8 . 28 
IO 0 . 85 2I . I3 
I I I?. 96 I.66 
I nt er- corre l at i on of Te at s 
In a set of tests which are eventually to be pooled 
to yield an index of intelligenc e, a fair ly close agreement is 
ess l..ntial be twee n the various tests . It i s not suff icient to 
select tests i naisc rL inately and poo l them; the tests fora i ng 
a team must show a sign ificant coeff icient of correlation a:uongst 
t hemselves ana t he h i gt1e r they are inter-correlated .the better 
~~ ill be the final index of the factor hich they "easure . 
Applying t h is criterion to the se t of tests unuer iv stitation 
the coeff i cients t f correlation of the eleven t .; Sts as , S1.;;en in 
Tabl e 2 were ca lcul.J.ted by the 11Bravais - Pearson proauct mument 
formula" 
r= 
z )C }'. 
The probable error of each coefficient of correlation 
accoraing to the formula 
(1- r') 
-a 













Table 2 . 
I 2 3 4a. 4b 5 7 8 9b IO Ila. 
:t- .04 + . 06 :f. 66 ;f . 06 i' .06 '!;.05 .t .05 .! ,06 ± -05 :f.05 - . 51 . 5I . 4I . 43 . 55 . 60 • 30 . 40 . 28 • .::.2 
:t . 05 :;t . 05 ;t .06 :t .04 ~.OJ :t. 02 ~ .03 ;t. 06 t. 02 
.60 • 44 . 52 . 35 . 66 • 74 .8I . 74 . 39 . 8 I 
+ .66 ;t .06 ::t . 06 :t .06 ,t. 0 6 :f: .06 :t . 06 :!' . 06 
• 30 . 44 - . 38 . 33 . 32 .25 . 40 .42 . 34 .40 
:;t. 06 .:t . 06 .:t.05 :t.05 :t. 05 .t .Q6 t .0·5 
.40 . 52 . 38 . 35 . 37 . 52 . 50 .A6 • 30 • 50 
+ .06 :t .06 :t. 05 .,.. 06 ~. 06 !" • 05 - -.~5 .~6 . 45 . 28 . 35 . 33 . 35 . 36 . 4I . b3 
.t;. 05 t .0£ 1:. 05 ,:. 06 :t . 05 
. 22 . 66 • 32 . 37 . 36 . 43 . 48 . 46 . 30 . 51 
.t;. 03 ,:t. 04 + . 06 -t. 03 -. 5I . 74 . 25 . 52 . 4I • 43 • 73 . .6I . 32 • 78 
.... 03 ;t .05 ,t.02 -. 5I . 8 I . 40 . 50 . 53 . 48 . 73 .70 . 53 . 85 
'!:. 05 t. 04 
.4 I . 74 .42 . 45 . 35 .46 .61 .70 . 47 . 67 
f'.05 
. 43 . 39 • 34 • 30 • 36 , 30 . 32 . 53 .47 .43 
. 55 . 8I . 40 . 50 . 45 . 5I . 78 . 85 . 6? . 43 
From the above table it may be seen that while no 
coefficient is i nsignificant (each being gr eater than three times 
the P .E . ) yet some are prominently high. On closer inspection 
it will be noticed that t hese high coefficients all occur in inter-
correlations between five tests viz, tests 2 , 7 , 8 , 9b , and Ila. 
' 
One suspects from this , that the factor meas ~red by these tests , 
is common in some degree or other in all five tests . They a re all 
literary tests and not performance tests , but how f ar this is respo ns-
ible it is impossible to judge until further analysed . 
~ualitative Determination of Mental Facto r s ~ ea.sured by t he Tests 
The coefficients of correlation, valuable as they are 
in providing an index of t he efficiency of the t ests in relation to 
each other give but slight indicat ion of the t rue eff iciency of each 
indiv i aual test as a measure of intelligence . According t o Spearman 
t he me ntal abilities me a sured by most i nt ~lligence tests are highly 
inter-correlated a nd that in all prob~ ity the cprrelation is due 
t o the presence of one general factor. This factor he designate s 
"g". He does not p reclude the possibility of the measurement of 
·ractors other than ''g" ,; f a ctors which while co r:imon to some tests 
are not common t o all . These fac t ors he uesignates as specif i c 
f ac tors "s" . As specific abilities wil l naturally vary from inaividua l 
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to individual and from test to test , the inclusion in a team of 
tests of any tests wi t h overlapping specific abilities will 
vitia)e the results whe n a measure of general ability is required . 
The fundamental criterion which must be applied to a 
team of tests devolves thus into an analysis of whether any t10 
tests r.e asure t h e same spec ific abili t ies . 
The Tetrad Equation 
r.,; . r-,.• r,; . ., .. ,, • o 
- the proof and derivation of which is given &y~ ~endix,P~;~;~ 
is t he criterion which is applied f or this purpose . If the 
coefficients of correlations are subn i tt ed to the above equation 
the resulting tetrad diffe r ences should tend towards zero 
provided there are no overl apping specific abil ities measured 
by the tests in questi on. All the possible c owbinati ons of 
coeff ic ients of corre l at ion :1av e to be su·owitt ed to the e4.u tiun 
Err ors of s ampling cannot be eliminated in pr actise and 
deviations f r om zero will o cur . The significance of the tetrad 
d ifference thus depends on t he magn itua e of its probable er ror. 
It is poss ible to calculate the probable erro r of each tetrad 
diffe rence a nd ,di f ferences t o be accounted for by a ampli ng mus t 
be within t hre e times i ts p robable error. The ca l culati on of 
t h e probab le error of each T .D. is much t oo lab rious hence t he 
p r ocedure i s adopted of arra ngi ng t h e T.D .~ in a f re quency a istrib -
- ution and obt aining t h e Mea i an by obse rvati on. The probable_ 
error of all t h e T .D.s. i s obtained from the formula (Sf.cz.-.. tf~. 9tf· p"-( 
.J. 
';;/- Tr•(,- r )".,. (1- R) 5 ] z.. 
7here 
P.E . • L' 
R = 
N = numbe r of sub jects . 
n anumbe r of tests. 
"" - " -
r = mean of coeff ic ients in t h e t able . 
S = mean squa red deviation of t h e coefficients. 
and should a g r ee closely with t he median of t he tetrad d ifference 
if overlapp ing s pecific abilities a re absent . If the agreement 
is not close t hen it may be take n as evidence that group factors 
a re included in the measurements. 
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The ques ti on arises of how close the agreement betw en the 
P .E . and t he l!ed i an of the T .D J should be . The P .R . of all the T. 
is itself subject to er rors which ar e inherent in all probable 
errors calculated f rom small samples . It is however poss ible t o 
' aete iine these errors by calculating the pr obable err or of the 
probab l e err or from t he fo·rmula 
/'· e . of f. c. . = 
The P .E . of all the T .D , and the Median of t he T .D S 
shoul d agree with in three times the p . e . of t he P •• in order t o 
account fo r the tetrad differenc es by errors of sampl ing . 
The 990 possible T . D ~ of t he te.st s under investigation 
were calcula ted f rom the table of correlation and gr aded into groupe s 
the class a istinction of wh i ch is 0 .02 . _The frequency distribution 
is given in table three and in gra hical form in Figure 22 { ppandix) . 
TABLE ~· 
Class Distinction 
o .oo----o .0-199 
0 .02--- -0 .0399 
0.04 ----0 .0599 
0 .06 -- - - 0 .0799 
.08----0 . 0999 
. IO----O.II99 
O.I2----0 .I399 















Observed Median---------0 .050 
P.E.------------------ f .034 
p.e. of P.R.---------- '! . 0005 
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The difference be tween the Meiian and t he 
P .E. of the T .D .s in this case ( 0 . 0 16 ) amounts to 32 
times t he p.e.of the P.E. and has definite significance so 
that t h e Tetrad Equat ion i s not satisfied by t he data . 
The dis tu~bing influence may be accounted 
for in one of t wo ways t he i nc l usi on of swoup factors 
in t he tests and/or the effect of spurious correlation. 
Before further analysing t he data fo r t he 
disturbing influence, t he results obtained f r om t he 
Af r i kaans s et of tests wer e examined. The Afrikaans set of 
data is based on t h e testing of about 400 subj e cts • 
The P . E . of t n e T .Di.. is given as~ 0 . 0 195 and t h e 
observed median as 0.0383. The investigators of t he 
Afrikaans tests accepted the figures as be ing suff iciently 
close t o satisfy t h e Tetrad Equation. Calculating 
t he p .e. of t he P.E . as above we obtainf 0 . 0003 and a 
difference bet een the P .E. of t he T.Ds. a nd t he Median 
b f O .OI 88 . The d ifference in this cas e i s even mo re 
significane, being 62 tim~s t h e p.e. of the P.E •• 
In sea rching for the d isturbing factor in t he 
data of this investigation , considerat ion was first given 
t o the effect of spurious corre l a tion . Spearman enum r a tes 
t he d ist urba nces ,,hi e a.re likely t o give rise t o s · u_ .i.ous 
C rrelat1 ,.:I follows 
(I) Diversity of Ages . 
( 2) Diversi t y f Training . 
(,3) ive sity of Sex. 
( 4) lurality of Ex .liners . 
The firs t two dis t urbances enter into t he present 








set of tea ta. 
'l'b.e present data is based on the scores of 100 boya drawn from 
two schools with ages varying from 8 to 15. All the testing was 
carried out by the writer. 
n::1.ata for 1he Afrikaans set of tests was obtained from a 
lar ge number of schools al1 over the Union with children of both 
sex and cOTering a much wider range of ages. The testing also, 
was carried out with the aid of a number of stt.d.ents as well as 
the two principal investigators. 
It thus appe.ared tba t the diat.urbning !actors would in all 
probability be accounted for by spurious correlation and in order 
to eliminate these as much as possible. a new set of correlations 
was calculated for 60 boys of average age 9, but ranging from 8 
to lo. Unf crtunately the two sclX>ols had to be included as it was 
imposai ble to obtain a gx-oup of oTer 30 boys of average g. in any 
one school. in cape Town. 
Tbe correlation coefficient• with their p.e. for the eleTen tests 
baaed on the score of 60 boys are given in Table 4. 
'?able 4. 
1 2 3 4a. 4b. 5. 
±.06 ±..oa .:t:.08 :t .09 .:t .o9 
.50 .aa .21 .21 .o5 
±·01 :t:. o'I :t..oa ±-06 
.so .48 .,1.. .28 .56 
+.07 ±008 ±.oa 
.aa .,a .3'1 .32. .33 
±.oa: · ±.oB 
.21 .u . .3'1 .Zl .22 
±•08 
.21 .28 .32 .a .2& 
.o5 .56 .33. .22 .26 
.42 .48 .26 .~ .12 .a 
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• 22 ±.oa 
.os 
±-01 ±-0 
.69 .33 .33 .43, .43 
±•07 ±•06------------------------------
b • • 21. .a,. .si .28 .a .33 .35 .53 .41 .5 
:t• a 
10 .33 . • 24 .29 .J.3 .2'1 .22 .oa .43 .u .28 
11£..32 .61 • "5 .28 . .ai .3& .u .&9 .28 
It will be noted that the coefficients of c arrela t ions 
are all much lower than the previous set but that the general 
trend is much the aame - the high a>efficients occur in the 
inte:.eorrelations of the same testa, vi&, 2..7,8,9b, a nd 11. 
The fre.quency diat.ribution of the tetrad differences of these 
new correlations are presented in table form (5) arxi in graph 
f'orm in the appendix 




0.02 ----- 0.0399 
o.04 ---~ o.o5W 
0.06 --- 0.0799 
o.oa -~-- 0.0999 
0.10 ---~ 0.1199 
0.12 0.1399 
0.1, --- 0.1599 
0.16 --- 0.1799 
0.1a - 0.1999 
o.ao --- 0.2199 
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P.J&. or Tet.rad 
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The median arri 1:he P.ll. of the Tetrad l>ifferences mow much 
cloaer agreement tban in the previous data. The difference 
between them is slightly over 8 ti•a the p.e. of the P .:a. 
The Tetrad equation la thus not yet satisfied. 
Th.e effect of eliminating spurious correlation is demonstrated 
Tery forcibly in thia analysis in the reduction of 1he 
differences b e tween the median and the P.B. of the tetrad 
differences from 32 to 8 times the p.e. of the P.11. Tb.is 
indicates the vaat importance 11hich must be at'8.ched to the 
planning of the acmme of investigation. 
The diaturbance.a Which are likely to produce spurious 
correlation are present to a far greater extent as well as in 
actl.lil number in the data for tbe Afrikaans aet of tests. Since 
the testa are almost identical to the Bngliah aet of tests, 
and as the di Tergence between the p.e. of their Tetrad Differences 
am their observed median ia also much greater, it is justifiable 
kr •f 
to assume that spurious correlation also enters into tbat~date-., 
but for s cme reason or other thia waa not detected by the 
investi ato ' 
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investigators and all subsequent steps in the statistical a nalysis 
of their data is not valid since their data does not satisfy the 
Tetrad Equation. It is more than likely that their very high 
coe.fficienta of r'1 are also due to these disturbing factors ( a pp , 24 ) 
Since the tetrad equation is not satisfied even by 
the data for 60 aubJecta, it is possible that all the effect of 
spurious correlation has not been eliminated since the subjects 
were drawn from two schools. In order to test this, the set of 
data for 30 subjects from one school was- submitted to the same 
statistical analysis. 
The following values were obtained. 
Observed Median: 0.0580 
P.R . of Tetrad 
Difference a 
p.e of P .E. 
:±0.0468 
::t.0.0007 
The difference between the median and the P.E. of the tetrad 
differences is I6 times the p.e. of the P.E . and hence this se t of 
data is again unable to satisfy the tetrad equation. 
The fact that this set of data shows gr eater divergence 
between the median and the P.E . of the tetrad diffe r ences than the 
set of data for 60 boys is not easy to explain. /J.t may be t hat 
the influence of spurious correlati on bas served to reduce t he 
eff ect of group factors in the set of data f or 60 s ubjects;]' 
Reviewing the results of the anal ysis, i t is obvious 
that spurious correlation is not alone responsible f or t he da t a 
failing to satisfy the tetrad equation. It is necessary thus t o 
extend the analysi.a of the data to obtain more specific val ues f or 
the individual tests and thus see whether the elimination of tests 
which are not highly saturated with "g• will remove the distur bi ng 
influence. 
As an empirical method, the set of da ta which most 
nearly satisfies the tetrad equation (viz., the data f or 60 subjects) 
was taken as a first approximation and the values of r~J wer e 
4P 
calculated from Spearman s formula:-
4t Spearman, The Abilities of Man • Appendix pp . ff., 
\ . 
r°1 - t 2 -
{1' .. 
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) ... A' 
2A )f 
where A: sum of correlations between ~a~ a~d every other test. 
A': sum or squares of correlations between ~a• and 
every other teat . 
T: sum of correlations in the whole table. 
























These values are an index of the efficiency of each test as a 
measure of "g". 
Selecting from the aboTe table the six teats most h i ghly 
saturated with "g" (viz., teats 2,3,'1,8,9 & II) and submitting the 
inter-corre~ations of these tests to the tetrad equation the f ollo ing 












Observed Median : 0.02a 
p.E. of Tetrad 
Differences 
p.e. of P.E. 











The difference between the median and the P.B. of the tetrad 
differences is o.OI7 and is more than five times the p.e. of the P.R .• 
The tetrad equation ia not yet satisfied even on the data for the 
selected teats. 
There is still present in this set of data some 
disturbing factor 'which may be accounted f or by spurious correlation 
or overlapping apeaific abilities. 
Since the set of da~ fo r 30 subjects is free from 
the first possibility t he analysis was extended to this set and the 
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.02 .30 . 21 
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Observed Median : 0.090 
P.E. of Tetrad 
Differences 
p.e. of P.E. 
:±0.078 









The Tetrad Equation is at last satisfied. 
The assumption that disturbing factors other than 
spurioua correlation were present is fully justified. The eliminati on 
of these factors is concomitant with the rejection of those tests 
which have a low correlation with "g•. Althoigh no definite analys is 
of the data bas been made for these. the suggestion may be made here 
that a group factor is present in the rejected teats or that one 
or more of the rejected tests may have an overlapping specific 
ability with one or more of the selected tests. 
Considering the three sets of data - which have been 
analysed above - with the view of obtaining true values of the 
correlations of each test. with "g• and of the team of tests with "t• 
the sets of data for IOO, 60 and 30 sutljecta for the complete team 
of tests are ruled out as they are affected by.either spurious cor-
relationq,~r group factors. The analysis to follow i s thus based 
on the only valid set of data ( ~ subjects} in the six selected 
tests. 
The true values of r'{ of the six teats which s a tisfy the 
















" eighting" of the Individual Tests. 
Since each teat ha.a its own leve1 of significance 
as a measurement of "g" it becomes obvious that even the balanced 
scores of each test ( table!.) are still subject to errors in giving 
a true aggregate for ·the performance of each subject in the pooled 
tests. The weighted scores for the individual tests must again be 
corrected relative to the different levels of significance of each 
test as a measure of "g". Spearman~h.as shown that the weight "VI~ 
of any correlation r-""J has to be ma.de proportional to 
( I • r 2 ) 
"j 
The values of " W""" are given in table II. 
Table II. 
'res ts. It " ,u.. 
2. I.I7 
3. 0.32 
"I • I.32 
a. I.08 
9. I. '1I 
II. 2.10 
f Spearman; The Abilities of Jiran, Appendix pp. If 
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The number of subjects being reduced to...&> f or t hi s analysis 
necessitated t he recalculation of the standard devia tion and 
equalising factor for the scoring of the tests. 
six tests are presented in table I2. 
Thes e , f or the 
Tabl.e I2. 
Teats Standard Deviation Equalising Factor. 
2. I.769 5. 37 
3. I.'189 5.3I 
,-. I.663 5 8I 
a. I.59! 5. 97 
9 . 2. 28I 4.I6 
II• 9.49I 1. 00 
The scoring of the tes t s bas been subject to two distinct cor rect PY 
the f irat in correcting f or t he di ffere nt l evels of signif icance 
in the correlati on of each test with "g" and the second in the 
equalising of tne standard deviation. The appl icat ion of two 
corrections becomes cumbersome in practice and s i nce the application 
of the product of the equalising factor for S.D. and w...., amo unta to 
the same as a pplying each correction separately this was adopted. 
The new factor thus obtained (table I3.l is a gain t oo c umbersome 
as it involves t oo much arithmetic for routine testing . 
factors were reduced to the neareijt whole numbers. 
The new 
Table I3. 
Test. "• X S.D. = Equalising Approximate Equali s1 :Wactor Factor. :Wac t or . 
!. I.I7 .&.37 6. 28 6. 
3. Q.32 5.3I I.70 2. 
?. I.32 5.8I '1.67 a. 
8. I.08 5.9? 6.45 6. 
9. I.7I 4.I6 7.II '1 . 
II• 2 .IO r.oo 2.10 2. 
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Correlation of Team of Teats with "g 11 • 
Now that the set of data has been subjected to 
thus much analysis - that the "g~ and "s " criterion has been 
applied and obeyed, that the tests have been individually valued 
as to their saturation with "gn and that their true weights have 
been found - the final step in the analysis may now be taken. 
fhis s tep is t he conclusive one mn t es ting the value of t he whole 
tests as a team, i.e. , in the value of r ~, ( correlation of team 
of tests with "g" ) • . It iss the final nchecking upl1 of the 
whole method of analysis • If t h~ tesjs have obeyed the 
tetrad equation and have been correctly treated as to weighting 
and scoring t hen rr,. should give a high correlation coeff icient. 
The formula I 
(1- fJf 
.. htrt S = S"-llt"" A t,;,h •f IJ,._ • 'f.-f. 
was applied and t he coefficient e qualled I.O 
It appears thus that the six tests which have been 
selected have been we ighted in the best po s sible manner t o 
yield a team of tests fo r the measurement of "g". 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS . 
It may ~ppear that the method of attack in the 
statistical analysis was rather indefinite on accoun• of the 
repeated restrictions of t he data submitted tothe Tetrad quation 
criteri r n. In the first ins t ances ( viz., reduction to 60 and 
30 subjects) t here was no other alternative since spurious 
correlation was known to influence the data and the quickest wa~ 
of el i minat ing this was by the narrowing of t h e age limits of 
the subjects and avoiding diversity of training. The 
failiu:rtof the data, for the group of 30 subjects for the 
eleven tests, to satisfy the criterion offered two avenues of attac , 
t he more di r ect methcd of analysing for overlapping specific 
abil ities or group factors and the eliminat ion of any tests 
invo lved or the more indirect method of choosing the six tests 
which were most highly saturated with "g and again submitting 
t hese tc the criterion . The latter method was chosen since only 
six tests were re quired for the final team of tests and since 
little further calculation was invo;ved as all the tetrad 
differences were available . The indication of the presence 
of disturbing factors other than spurious corre!ation is interestin 
and is deserving of further study and it is regretted that it 
could not be included in the present analysis. It is also to be 
regretted that the analysis of the Afrikaans set of data was not 
pur ued until t h e tetrad equation criterion was satisfied by that 
aata as this would give confirmation or contradiction of the 
inaications of group factors . 
In re t rospect the outstanding feature of the 
statistical analysis is t he vast influence of spurious correlation 
and t he ease with which spurious correlation may be introduced 
into any set of data . The tetrad equation is no mean 
criterion and the presence of any spurious correlation in the 
data is immed i ately inaicated. The planning of an investigation 
into the validity of a team of tests is thus of primary 
importance as the i nclusion of factors which give rise to spurious 
correlation which cannot later be eliminated from the data is 
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tantamount to courting failure. 
It is also of the utmost importance that the tetrad 
equation criterion is correctly applied and that the further 
criterion of agreement between t he P .E. of the T.Ds. and the Median 
of the T.Ds. be also applied and not merely judged by observation, 
since the validity of all further stagei in the statistical 
analysis is dependent on the data satisfying the tetrad equation. 
The investigators of the Afrikaans set of tests applied t he criterion 
but ommitted t o d,pe,mine the significance of the tetrad ·differences, 
with the result that they failed to detect the presence of 
spurious correlation in their data. Since their data does not 
obey the criterion no validity can be placed on any of the subsequent 
steps , of their stati~tical analysis. 
-The six tests which have been selected as t h e 
result. of this investigation can be accepted with a considerable 
degree of confidence as being suitable and reliable tests for 
the measurement of "g 11 • In t heir final form as given in the 
appendix and in conjunction with the equalising factors t hey are 
suitable for presentation in order to detennine their respec t i ve 
age norms . 
SUWARY. 
The ol)Jec.t of the investigation is the collection of data to 
determine the value and 'W.lidity of the Tests arranged for South 
African dl.ildr en. 
A description of the teats and their source of origin is given. 
In Part (1) the general observations on the tests is given am 
the results of testing . of two groups of boys ages 8 to 10 and 13 to 
15 respectively. 
Regrading of the tests based on the arder of difficulty of the 
ntems constituting the test is suggested. 
Difficulties due to unsuitable forms of the test are treated. 
In Part (2) the statistical analysis of the data collected is 
given. 
Equalising factors for each test have been calculated in order 
to yield true aggregate scoree. 
The coefficients of the inter-correlations of the tests together 
with their P.E. are given. 
The Tetrad .Differences reveal the presence of disturbing factors 
and the data from the 100 subjects fails to obey the tetrad 
equation. This is shown to be due to the effect of spurious 
correlation introduced by the diversity of ages of the subjects 
tested. The data for 60 bo~s of average age 9 reduces the influence 
of the disturbing factor but still fails to obey the Tetrad 
Equation. 
By assuming the Tetrad Equation to be obeyed the values of r 4 1-
are given. 
Six tests show high saturation with •g• and the data on these tests 
far ~ subjects of average age 9 obey the Tetrad Equation. 
The true values of each of these six teeta (viz.2,3,7,8,9b and 11) 
cy 
with "g• as a team with •g• are given. 
A 
:Jurther •weighting" of the tests to compensate for their difference. 
in saturation with "g• is uade and the two weightings are combined 
to yield one factor. The final equalising factor is further 
simplified to whole numbers. 
The reduced set of tests in its final suggested form is presenteu 
in the appendi&. 
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In conclusion the writer wishes to express her 
indebtedness to Professor H.A. Reyburn, D.Phil; (at whose 
suggestion this investigation was wnertaken !or his unfailing 
guidance and criticism. taroughout. the investigatf.on. 
The writer also wishes to thank :vr. Kipps. 1tr .. Allen and 
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en ix(p I. ) 
TEST 2 . REASONI NG. 
1 . Tom rune tast.e.r tban Jim. 
J"ack runs slo er than J"im. 
Which is the slowest of the three? 
2. The person v/a.o etole Brown ' s pursa was neither dark, 
nor tall., nor a le an- sba. ven . · 
The only persons in the room at the time ere · -
Jones , who ia short, aark and clean-shaven; 
Smi t h , o is :t:air, short a.Di bearded;. 
Grant , who is dark , 11., bu. t not c lea. n-s haven. 
o at ole Brown ' s purse ? 
3 . Three girls are sitting in a ro :. 
ry is to the left a! Susan ; 
Kate is to the left of ry; 
iah girl is in the mi dcile ? 
, . All insec'ts have six lega . 
Th.is creature has eight legs. 
rs it an insect? 
. 
5 . one of 'ltJ3' sheep had been stolen . rater on I found it 
6 . 
dead under a bush where it had been hidden. .Bes d.e the 
sheep was a pipe and on the shee.p•s wool was red clay-. 
Tb.ere was only the footnarks of one .nnn, and he had os t 
a toe on his right foot. I fowid out that the thief 
was one of four kaffirs : Belamie, Dunisie , .funanie 
and Matile . 
llatil.e does not smoke, and Dunisie does not use red 9].ay. 
Be.lamie h.as five toes on his left root. 
boy and cannot carry a sheep al.one . 
una ni e is a sm.a ll 
o was the thief? 
Sa.ck said to his s istera: ome of my flowers are 
bu ttercupa " .. 
His sisters knew that all buttercups are yellow. 
Annie sa id. : ill your !lowers should be yellow " 
ry said, : •some of your flowers sh ou d be yello 
Heater ea id : one of your flowers are yellowtt 




ndix ( p JI.. ) 
7. .Tim. ToIDilzy" and Jack :paid me a visit on e ev61i. ng. .Jim 
drinks tea a d milk but no t beer and cof:ree . Tommy drinks 
ilk and coffee but not tea. ad beer . da ck does not 
8 . 
drink t.ea a nd cof'f'ee but does a.rink milk and beer. 
I wish to giye thEln all the same thing to drink . 
t must I give them ? 
MY brother . wr ote to me : •To- da.y I lked from ietfontein 
where I had n acc i dent yesterday and broke one of my 
limbs • 
can you find out from this what he had proba bly b rok e n -
his right arm , left arm, right leg or left leg ? 
9 . I started. from the door c,f my house and walked 100 yards. 
I turned straight to the right a nd walked 50 yards . 
I turned straight to the right aga in and ,1alked 100 
yards . 














ppendi x {p lJ. ) 



























.Appendix (p H-. ) • 
6-4-1 
3-5-2 
8- 3- '1 




4 - 2 - 8 - 3-5 
9 .S~l.·'l-6. 
-7 -8-5-
5- 2 -1-7-4-6 
2- l.-8- 3-4-3 - 9 
9-? - 2-8-4.-7-~ 
'Z-2-5 - 3 -a-9- 3 



















9-6 - 8 
6-5-2-8 






5-8- - 9 
'1-5- ... 6-3--8 
4-l.-6-2- 5-9-
3-8-2- 6 -7-5 
9 -5-2-8-3-'l • 
-
• 
ppendix ( p 5. ) 
,ST 5. aomprehenaion of Si tuati on. 
1. What must you d.o ~n you are sleepy ? 
2. ihat ought you to Cl.O hen you a re colel ? 
• What ought you to cio when y ou a re hungry ? 
• 
4. t is the thing for you to do if it is raining w~n you 
a-tart for school ? 
5. at is the thing for you to d.O u you find that your ho use 
is on !'ire? 
6. What is the thing for you to d o 'Vilen you bave broken something 
that belongs to someone else? 
?. What is the thing :rar you to d.o when you notice on yollt' 
way to school that you are in danger of be i ng late ? 
8. a t is t~ thing for you to d.o i f anotrer child hit_a you 
ithout meaning to do it ? 
9 . What oug~ t you to ay when someone a.ska your opinion about 
a person you don ' t know very well ? 
10. y should we judge a pe r son more by his actions than by 
his word~ ? 
endix ( '1. J 
ST 7. ARITHI.GTIC . 
1.. on your birthday you receive 7 pennies from your father and five 
pennies from your mother . How much money will you have 'then ? 
2. Jo n ' s grandmother is 86 years old .. If she lives, in how many 
years will ahe be 100 years old ? 
~. You buy 4 pears at 3d . each. Ho much change will you receive 
bac out of ba.lf- a-crown ? 
,. If' 2 pencils cost 5c1 . ho many can you bul for 5Qd . 
5. If a lad ' s ge ie 25 - a week and be spend.a. 14/- a week. how 
long will it take him to save 300/-? 
6. gardener plants 5 ro s of potatoes , putting 12 in one row. 
How many rows will. he have if he plants only 4 in a row. ? 
7. If' ank can ride a bicycle 300 yard.a while George runs 200 





If a wire. 20 ina . long is to be cut so th tone piece ia two-
thirds of tie length of the other.piece , hov long must the longest 
piece be ? 
nan starts on Moiliay on a journey of 100 miles He walks. 30 
miles ~he first day and. 5 mi les less on e,ch succeeding d. 7 . On 
what day will he finish hia journey? 
motor-car goes a mile in 3 minutes ; if it took 6 minutes less 
on a 22 mile Journey, wrat would be ita speed in miles per hour ? 
Given a three- int measure and a five-pint measure , how will you 
measure out one pint exactl using nothing but these two 
vea sela and. riot guessing at the amount. Begin by filling the 
three - pint vessel first . 
Given a three- pint and 
7 pints . 
f ive-pint vessel measure out exactly 
13. Given a five-pint and seven-pint vessel measure out exactly 
e igh t • pin ts . 
14. Given a !'our- pint and. nine-pint vessel neasure out exactly 
7 pints . 
T 8. 
• GIVE YIIK CO m • 
2. SUN DY THE SHI S BY. 
3. CANNONS LOUD MAKE NOISS • 
NOT CAN. 
5 . T. !IS HAVE SOl.E SHORT VERY ONKEYS . 
6. T&R CORK ON LOT ILL AND woon. 
7. FOR THE STAR ran WE: COUNTRY ARLY AT HOtIR. 
8 . NOT GOOD ORTH OF ILY A OVERESTIMA.m:D THE UAMS C 
9. .H. ST THS US qoLUTION GI 
PRO~UI.:> 
THE S TI SF CTION OF 
ATE::ST TEE • 
lo. OF 90 MA.NY AS VIRTUES FOR C rGY AfTS R TH& 
NON3 HJ • 
l.....,;.iS TO 
• 
pe ndix ( :p 8. ) 
ST 9B. BSURDITIZS. 
1 . A n:a.n said : ttI kno a road from my house to the church which is 
downhill all the a y to the church and. downhil l al l the y 
back home " • 
2. A man was thrown !ram his horse . He struck his head aeains t 
a stone and was instantly kill.ed . T'hey picked him up and c rrie 
him home and they do not ttiink he will get well again. 
3 . man had a cat and cut a hole in the back door to let the oat 
in and out . Tben the cat had a kitten. and so the man cut 
another and emaller hole in the door to let t11e kitten in and. 
out . 
4 . lady sa.id . " I am expecting five people at the dinner table 
toda ", and so she only set pl.aces for four. 
5. In a letter to a friend a nan said : 1• If yo.u don't get this 
letter . please send me a telegram to let me kno ' · 
6. nnn had 40 sheep , 10 horses arx:l 10 calves . He said he bad 
60 s 1eep. 
7 . hunter \Wlo bad used up all his bullets as chased by a ti~Pr . 
bright ide struck. him: tie would climb a tree. rhen .... 
ti e got to the top he remE!lbered that the tiger co ul also climb 
a tree ; but l:e got out of his d ifficulty by pullin6 the 
tree up after him. 
8 . J"ack said.: "Don ' t those two girls loak much a like ? "Yes" 
said Peter , "especial tae one on the other si::ie"'. 
9 . The moon is more useful ttan the sun, for it gives us i 6ht 
in the nig t when we really ne d it , mile the sun gives 
us light i the day when we don't need it. 
10. "I do n ' t like onions" said the boy 11 am I'm glad tfiat ! -
don ' t • for i:r I did , I should be eating them all day~ and 
I hate the be stly 'things . " 
11. The tbree nen laughed; then stopped suddenly as the eyes ! 
each n:e t tho.:,e of the others across t h table. 
12. ery rule , even this one itself , has an exce p tion. 
voe 
FORl! A . 
sul t . l o:rd . Answer . 
1 • 0 • 0 • orange . ................ . . . 
..... gold . . . . . . . . . . . 
grip •••••••••••• 0 •••• • •• 
..... coal . .................. . 
5 ..... pa:rent . ................ . 
6 ..... k eeper . ..... ........... . 
7 . . . . . steamer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9 four ................... 
10 . . . . . ruin . ....... ., ......... . 
• • • Ct • sear ch . .. ............. . 
. .. . . . imagi ne . ............. . 
13 . . . . . l ord . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . 
. . . "' . slang .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
..... soak • • • • • 0 ••••••• 0, ••••• 
• n 
l ..... olo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . la..n d . . .. ......•...•.• ~ .. 
..... suppose .. •• 0 ••••••••••••• 
.. ... spark •• • • • • • • • • • • 0 QI ••••• 
. . . . . advance .•. .•••.•..••••.• 
. . .. . . newa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
...... rabbi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. . . . . bott. e • • ..•... • •••. • • • .. 
•o•••••••• ••••o o •• 
. . . . . plan •• .. ••••• 0 • ••• ••••••• 
27 . . . . . tower . ............... . 
1'.18 . . . . . salute . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29 ..... household.. . 
0 .. ......... . 
• • • • • reverse. oe o • ••••••••• 
..... scenery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
hang • • • • • • • 0 ••• • • • •••• 
. . . . . . pelle. t ... ............. 
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Word . s wer . 
r e ctia:- rge: • • • • • .. °' • • • • • • • 
independent • • ••..••• ••• 
heroism . .......... ... " 
a baire. ••••••• • •••••• •..• 
tunic . ..... ..... ..... . 
unit • .... C> , • • • •• ••••••• 
prank ...... ....... .... 
princely. .... .... ..... ., 
ares t . ... . • • It •• • •• • •• • 
behindhand .......... ... 
c hr ysan themw:i . • • • . • •• • • 
comIOO n • •••••••• •• ••• ••• 
overdue • 0 ........... .. . 
d. ue. •••.••••••• .••• •• • • • 
isolate •••. .......... .. 
taunt . ............... . 
strain .. .. . . . .. . . . . ... 
exhibit . •• • ••••• l!lt • • • • •• 
. . . . . . . . ..... 
e jeat. . . ' ...... ..... . 
farther .. . .. .. .... ..... . 
blame . ........ ... .... . 
mutineer •. . . . . . . . .... . . 
unbridled .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
array . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 
dab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
f uke •• . . ... .. . ... .. ... . 
grim. ... .. ... .. .. .... ... 
final.i ty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sublim: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sen ti men ta.l • . . . . . . ~ . . . . 
d.ome •• o • . ••• •••• 
~ •••• • barb .. . . . .. .. . .. . ; . ..... 
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. .. . . 
..... . 
... . 
. . . . 
. . . .. 
. . . . 
. . . . 
•••• 
. . . . 
• • • • 
. . . . 
. . . . 
• II, •• 
..... 
. . . . 
Word. swer . 
·sprightly • • O • e • e o o • o • A • • • • 85 
the.a tr ical . • • • 11> .. .... • • I • o • • • 86 
refinerr.e nt • 0 ••• • •••••• • • • • •• 87 
beho at. . .. . •• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . " 8 8 
grandiloquent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
brotberho od . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9Q. 
a.orona .. • • •• . •. . .. . ... . 011 • • 91 
dhi course • • • • • • • 0 ••• • • •• •• 92 
aloe •• • • o o e o • ••••• •• ••••• • 9-3 
discord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. - 9 
authorise ••••. •• • •.•. • .•. •• • 95 
Vitality • • . . . . . . •,• .. ....... . .97 
venerate ... ... 0, •••• ••• • •• • • • • 98 
t · mor o us ~ ... o••o •• •••••• • • •• • 99 
Re-
sul.t . ord -i.llswer . 
. . . . . nullify • •• .. . .. . . ... , . . . . . . 
. ... . pere nnial. • ...... . .. Ill ••••• . . . . 
. . . . . si derea.L . . .. 0 •••••••••••••• 
... .. lingu ia tic ........ . " . . . . . . .. . 
..... offing .......... .... . " .... . 
... . cairn . ... . .... ... • •• (I . .... 
. .. .. philology.. . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . 
... .. monitory • • . ... • •••• 0 • . . . . . . . 
. . . . . synopsis. • • • • • • • • • • 0 •• •• II- ••• 
. . . . . e po di .•. o ••••••••• • ••• • ••••• 
..... puaillanimo us • • & ('I ••••••••• 
de fin 1 te"' 0 • fir, • • • ••••••••••••• 
germane.°' • • • . .•.••••••.••••• 
. . . . . prosy • • •••• • ••••• •••• 0 • ••• • • 
. ... ... mo nochronn tic .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ~ 




word No. ault 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 •••• or a•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 36 • • • • 
3 •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• 37 •••• 
" • • • • spring. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5 • • • • soap •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
6 • • • • seent .• • •••••••••••••••••• 4'0 • • • • 
7 •• • kennel •••••• , • , • , • , , •••••• • ••• 
a •• • • lane ••• , •••••••• , •••• , •••• 42 • • • • 
9 • • blaok •• • •••••••••••••••••• 43 •••• 
' . story ••••••••••• , ••••••• , •••• 
• • • number ••••• . •••••••••••••• • • • • 
•••• season ••••••••••••••.••••• • • • • 
• • • • • se para ta •••••••••••••••••• • ••• 
• • • • armo~ •••••••• 41 •••••••••• • • • • 
• • • • race. ••••••••••••••••••••• 49 • • • • 
• • • • tind •••• •••••••••••••••••• 50 • ••• 
••••• chuckle ••••••• 0 •••••••••• 5.1 • • • • 
• • • • blank •••••••••••••••••••• 52 •••• 
•••• sparrow •••• , •••• , • , ••• , •• , &3 • • • • 
• • • • t.ea •• • •••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
21 •••• next • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 55 • ••• 
22 •••• carry ••.•••• , • , • ,, , ••••••• , 56 • ••• 
23 • • • • bottomleaa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 • ••• 
24 • • • • syrup • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 58 • ••• 
25 •••• absurcl ••• • ••••••••••••••• 59 . .... 
. ' .. protectQX'. • •••••••••••••• 60 • • • • 
27 • • • • pray ••••••• • •••••• , • , • , , • 6l • ••• 
28 • • • • brush. • •••••••••••••••••• 62 • • • • 
29 • • • • town •••••••••••••••••••• 63 •••• 
' ... ~ • • • ft t • • t • • t • I • t t t • • • • 
31 • • • • plane., •• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 65 • • • • 
32 66 •••• •••• hesitate. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
33 67 • • • • put ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
68 • •••• • • • • linger ••••••••••••••••••• 
ord Answer. 
ox ••••••••••••.••••• 
shallow •••••••••••• ••• 
roil ••••••••••••••• •• 
imitation ••••••••••• •• 
• ••••••••••••• •• 
insult • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
adTenture ••••••••••••• 
Tengeance • , •••••••••• , . 
trespass • •••••••••••• 
rum. • • • • • • • • • • •• • .•• • 
ref'l.ection ••••••••••• 
sample •, • • • • • • •••• , •• 
turban • • • • • • • • • • • •• •. 
pel , •••••••••••••••••• 
clmnsy • •••••••••••••• 
hover •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
gabble ••• , •••••• • • ••.• 
grit. ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
develop • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
alaah • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
owrreach • •••••••••••• 
siege . .............. .. . 
commoner • • • • • ••• .••••• 
flurry••. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
barbarous • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
i;a.. rcb • • • • · • · · • • • • • ... 
migrate•• • •••••••••••• 
belch • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
adorn • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
11olygon .......... .... 
uniTerse • • • • • • • • • • • • • 



















• • • • 
•••• 
• • • • 
•••• 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
•••• 
. . . .. 











ger miJJa. te • • • • • • . • • • • • • ••• 
monologue ••• . . . . • •••••••• 
dabble.. •••••••••••• ; • .••••• 
dero:cnity . ..••••.•.••••• 
suppress ••••••••••••••• 
lore ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • 
corone\ 
el.ixir 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••• 
subordinate ••.• • • • • • • • • • 
supplant. • ................. 
rever\ ••••••••••••••••• 
italics ....•••••••... • •• 
tin<lture ••••••• • • • • • • • • • 
















sul~. Ward .Answer. 
•••• phil..osopby ••••••••••••• 
• ••• a onaen tie nt • ••••••••••• 
• • • • dominant •••••••••• • ••••• 
• ••• pariah •••••••• • ••••••••• 
• • • • principality ••••• • •••••• 
• ••• ele:rmn t ..•. ...•• • ••••••• 
• •••• rep oa i tory. ••••••••••••• 
• • • • scathe .. •••••••••••••••• 
•••• mutual •••••••• • ••••••••• 
• • • • theme ••••••• ••• • •••••••• 
• • • • equanimity ••••••••••••• • 
• • • • cynic • ••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • anthropomorphous •••••••• 
• ••• coalition •••••••• • •••••• • 
• • • • diaorete ••••••••••••• • ••• 
• • • • repe.rc U!I Bi on ••••••••• • ••• 
p erni .. (1:, 'f ). 
l: st /. easonin&· l to 9 . 
1.. .m runs faster than .Tim. 
• 
• 
Jae runs s ower than .Tim •. 
ich is the slowest or the three ? 
Three girl.. are s i t ting in a. row ~ 
~ry ia to the lef £ uso.n;. 
te is to t e left or uary ; 
m girl is in the mid.clle ? 
T1e person ho stole Brown's purse was neither dark , nor tall 
nor clean-shaven. 
The only persons ' in the room at the time ere:-
Xones, who is short, d.a.rK and clean-sbaven 
mith, ho is :fair , short and. bearded ; 
rat, v.ho is dark , tall but not clean-shaven. 
W'na stole Bro ' a purse ? 
l insects have six legs • 
Thi ... area ture bas eight legs .. 
I s it an insect? 
5 . .Tack said to his sisters : 'Sone of my flowers are sun-flo· era 11 • 
Hie sisters knew that all sun-flowers are ye~lo. 
Ulnie aaid ; " 1 you flowers shoul..d be yel o • 
ry said: nsome of your flo era ahould be yellow. 
Hester said.: one · of your fla ers are yello " 
hlch girl. was right ? 
J · , ToIDDzy" a ni Jack pa id me 
tea and milk but not beer a. n 
coffee but not tea and beer . 
but does d.rink milk and beer . 
visit one evening. Jim drinks 
cof'f'ee. Tommy drinks milk arxi 
Jack doe a not drink tea and. cof' ee 
I wish to g ive them all the same thing to drink . 
t must I g · ve ? 
7. MY brother wrote to me : "To-day · I walk d from !lietfontein 
here I had an accident yesterday ani broke one of my limbs." 
can ya u find out fr om this wha. t he hc..d probably broke n - his 
right arm, left ann , right leg or left leg ? 
8 . I started from the do er of my house and walked 100 yards . I 
turned straight to the right. and walked 50 yards . I turned 
straight t-o the righ.t again and ked 100 yards . 
H w far am I fr am the door of 'Irf3 house ? 
9. ne of ll\Y aheep had been stolen . rater on I found it dead under a 
b uah \'!here it bad been hi den , Be side the sheap was a. pipe and on 
the sheep • s wool was red ola.y. There was only the f o otrnarks. o 
one man , and he ad lost a toe on his right foot • .L:he shee must 
ha.ve been carried there as there were no sheep ' s narks . I 
:round out that the sheep ad. been stolen by one of four ka.ffirs 
Belamie , Dunisie , FI.Dl.nie and llltile . Ya.tile does not smoke , a 
Dunisie/ 
16. , 
Dunis i e do ea not use red clay . 
Bel.anie has :five toes on his 1 t foot. uanie is a 
small boy and cannot carry a s beep alone . 
Which kaffir ~tole the sheep? 
.. 
17. 





E . 1.432 
F . l.42~ 
G. 13243 
R. 14324 
I . 1.3124. 





• ARITH TIC l - 1 . 
i . on your birthday you receive 7 pennies _rom your father and five 
pennies from your mother . How much money will you have then? 
2. John ' s grand.mother is 86 years old. If she l ives , in how many 
year s \1111 she be 100 years old ? 
3 . You buy 4 pears at 3c1.. per pear . How much change will you receive 
baak. out of balf"- a-crown ? 
4 . If 2 pencils cost 6 . ho nany can you b for 24d 
s 
5 . If a lad ' s ge i 25/- a· ek and be spend.a 14/- a 
will it take him to save 300/ - ? . 
ek , how lo 
6 . gardener plants 5 ro of potatoes. putting 12 one row. How 
many rows will he have if he ·plants only 4 in a row ?-
7 . If Frank can ride a bicycle 300 yards while George runs 200 yards, 
ho far can Frank ride bile George runs 300 yards ? 
8 . man a tarts on on on a j owney of 100 miles . He , lk 
30 miles the first day and 5 miles less on each succeeding day. 
on vhat day will he finish his j ourne~r ? 
9 . A motor-car goes ·1e in 3 minute. ; if it took 6 minutes less. 
on a 22 mile aourney, what would be its speed in miles per hour 1 
10. Given a thre e pint measure ani a five pint measure, how will. 
you measure ou one pint exactly, using nothing l ut these two 
vesa.el.s and not guessing at the amount . B n b filling the 
three pint vessel f'irat . 
11. Given a three -pint and a five - pint vessel measure out exactly 
seven pints . You can throw away any vvater you do not require . 
12. G ve n a f i ve pint and seven pint vessel measure out exactly 
8 pints . 
3 . Given a fow ~int and nine-pint vessel rmasure ou exa ctly 7 pints. 
1.4 . If a 'fire 20 ins . long is to be cut so tba t one piece is two 
thirds of the length of th other piece , how long must the longest 
piece be ? 
- (p '"· ) 
TEST 4. l -10. 
l . )(]l.K co 
2. DAY Tira SUN SHINES BY. 
c_ NONS LOtID MAKE OISE • 
.fa . DOG TR.EBS CLIMB NOT C f. 
5.. TAILS HAVl: SHORT • ERY JlONKKYS so~. 
6 . 'ATER CORK ON FLO T LL AND 700D . 
OR THE: ST RT!ID AN l COUNTRY ARLY T HOUR .. 
8 . NERALLY THOSE VERY US WHO TO LOVE KL.'JJ. 
9 . SOME PITY DO THAT IS , RIC IT NOT LIKB PEOPLE. 
10. IT BETT8R T. 
IT. 
N L IS 
-ro 
THE A GJ 
~o. 
1 -12 
1. . man said : " I kno a road. from my ho us e to t h e church,, which 
is dov.nhill all the way to the ch urch , a nd downh ill all t he 
way back home" 
2 . man was thrown :from hie. horse . He struck h is head a~ains t 
a stone and was instantly killed . They p icke d h i m up arxl 
aarried nim home and t h ey do not t h ink he will get well ag in . 
3 . hunter ho had used up all bis bullets was chased by a ti ge t . 
bright idea struck hi he would climb a tree . en he 
ot to the top he remeni> ered t ha t the t i ge r could also climb 
a tree :. but 'l.e got out of h is difficulty b y ulling t he tree 
up a fter him. 
4 . rz:e.n had 40 aheep , 10 horses a Di 10 calves. 
60 ·sheep. 
{e ~aid he had 
5. lady said. ; 11 1 am expecting five people at the dinner-table" 
and so she only set places f o r f our . 
6 . In a letter to a .friend a nan sa1d11 If you don ' t get t h is 
letter , please send me a telegra m to let ne know. " 
7 . e moon is more useful than the sun , far it gives us l ight 
in the night hen we really need it , while t h e sun ves us 
light in the day whe n we don ' " need it . 
8. ack said : "Don ' t those t10 girls look much alike? • 
9. 
"Yes 11 safd Peter, "eErpecially the one on the other side!: 
man bad a cat 
cat in and out . 
cut another and 
in an:i out . 
and cut a hole in the back d.oar to le t t 1 e 
Then the cat bad a ki tte-n, and so t h e nan 
sma.l le r hole in the ci o or to le t the kitt en 
10 . The three nen laughed ; then stopped. suddenly as the ey es o! 
eacn met those of the o thera, across the table. 
ll.. I don't iike onions" said the boy , "and I ' m gl a d I d on't 
for if r · did, I should be eating them all day , arrl I ba t e 
the beastly things . 





































IX:! mix (p ~,. ) 




































a. g e g ta 13. 
5f - 100 inclusive for 
age 14 and over . 
ppe ndix (p :I,. 
35 . Indep endent . 
36 . Princely . 
37 . Polo. 
38 d.vance . 
39. Household. . 
40 Behindhand. 
41.. Due . 






































Leisure 13' . 
Mutineer. 
:Barb . 















Bro the rho od. . 
Commoner 
71/ 
?J. . Dis course . 
72. Definitive. 
73. poch . 
~4. Tincture. 
75. Revert . 
76 . Uncouth . 
77. Diacord. 
78. thoriae. 
?9. Refinement . 
a • irn. 
81 . Consecrate. 
82 . yno sis . 







87 . Perennial . 
as. offing. 
89 . entiment.al. 
9o. Sublime . 
9 l.. 'l:b.c .tri cal • 
92 o Null.i!y. 
93. . i=onitory . 
94. • venerate . 
95 . Abatinent. 
96. Orandilo ue.nt. 
97. Proay. 
98 • Be ho af • 
99. Germane. 
io • ia te. 
.25. . 
... te on r 
In view of the consistently lower values of r a1 obta ined fo r 
/Ke Ln~ish set of tests compared with those for ·the Afrika ans se 
of tes ts 1 the values of r a.1 b.a.-ve be en calcula ted fr om t he da. t.E 
on t e 100 subjects . This. data is known to be inf l uenced by 
spurious correlations dl.2 to diversity of age chiefly . 'these 
l ues of r a.1 are given below together with the values afte r 
eliminating the c.ti ie~ influence of spurious correla tion as 
described in the text . 
























r~, after elimination 
of influence of 











• 7 • 
It will be noticed that wi-th. the exce 1tion of Test 3 
the values of r 4 '! are very appreciably incr eased through the 
influence of spurious correlation . 
ince the !actors which introduce spurious correla. t ion 
are present t o a great.er extent in the rikaans da. ta the v a lues 
of r .._
1 
aa given in that data are probably affected in a like 
manner and exceed the true values by even greater diff'er en ces 
than shown in the table above . 
-
Group 1 . Boys 1 - 60 inclusive. 
. - • 11 . 61 - 100 " 5 ~ 1M I '4t.5 • - 4B 6 A 9B 0 llA . 
4 1 5 6 f> 9 3 1 4 5 4 8 28 
7 6 7 ~ 4 10 7 'l 9 6 10 9 6 7 
6 3 11 8 4 8 6 4 6 5 8 9 60 
6 6 7 6 5. 9 5 4 7 5 6 9 40 
6 '1 ? 6 ' 8 7 6 'l 6 l.2 9 67 
7 6 8 '1. 6 9 4 6 .6 4 9 g. 45 
• 5 3 9 5 5 6 6 a 5 5 5. 'l 47 
'l 4 11 7 5 7 6 3 5 5 9 9 3 9 
8 5 8 7 4 8 6 6 6 3 8 9 40 
7 l 8 6 5 6 7 5 4 3 4 9 38 
3 3 '1 6 4 9 5 l 4 4 10 9 48 
5 2 6 5 4 8 5 3 5 5. 6 8 34 
9 3 6 4 • 7 7 l 4 4 6 9 49 
6 4 "Z 6 4 8 7 3 7 3 7 9 50 
'1 3 8 5 3 'l 4 3 5 4 8 9 36 
0 0 5 4. 3 5 4 l 3 1 l. 5 33 
6 2 '1 6 3 6 6 2 4 5 s 9 38 
6 3 "I 5 5 & 6 2 5 5 3 9 31 
6 4 '1 6 4 8 7 3 5 6 g 9 47 
4 2 4. 6. 4 6 5 3 5 fi 8 9, 42 
6 l 6 5 3 5 3 2 3 2 6 8 34 
2 2 4 4 3 6 5 2 4 3 8 '1 33 
6 4 'l 5 6 9 5 5 3 1 7 'l 40 
6 4 8 7 4 7 'l 5 5 fi 9 9· 45 
4 5 7 6 4 8 6 3 5 ' 6 6. '1 52 
2 3 10 6 3 a 6 3 a 4 7 8 34 
7 5 9 6 4 9 4 2 5 4 9 9 37 
., 5 '1 6 4 9 6 3 5 5 8 9 49 
4 2 9 6 3 5 4 3 4 2 7 8 43 
2 l 6 6 4 5 3 3 6 5 5 9 41 
5 4 4 6 3 1. 5 2 2 5 5 8 31 
1 0 6 5 3 9 3 1 1 4 4 a 30 
2 1 5 5 3 '1 3 3 4 5 7 a 32 
5 0 4 5 3 5 '7 2 0 4 3 9· 25 
5 5 '1 6 4 '1 6 3 4 3. 7 '7 34 
s. . 4A B 10 u.. 
2 3 9 5 4- '1 6 3 4 3 'l '1 M 
4. 1 7 6 4 '1 4. 2 1 4. 1 7 31 
7 0 4. 6 3, 4 4 ·3 4 4 7 8 27 
4 0 6 4 4 '1 4 4 2 4 · 5 8 24 
5 0 5 6 5- 3 3 3 4 0 6 g 28 
4 2 6 5 4 6 3 3 2 5 6 8 26 
3 3 8 6 3 ? 
~ 1., },, 4 3 6 9 31 
1 0 5 6 4 6 6 3 4 4 6. 8 29 
tt 5 5 8 6 4 ? 7 1 4 5 9 9 36 
.5 6 0 6 3 3 3 3 2 0 6 5 8 22 
•s 5 1 3 6 4 6 3 1 2 4 7 7 27 
4'1 4 1 4 6 4 6 3 3 0 3 4 5 2? 
48 5 3 3 6 0 5 7 3 1 6 5 8 35 
g 0 3 8 '1 4 g 3 3 4 6 6 8 30 
50 3 1 '1 7 4 '1 3 2 2 6 6 9 29 
51. I 2 5 4 3 8 3 2 3 6 1 8 25 
52 5. 4 8 I 5 8 7 4 5 5 8 9 38 
5S 1 2 6 6 4 8 5 2 4. 6 8 a 27 
54 3 2 6 5 3 7 6 2 3 6 8 7 36 
55. 4 1 8 4 4 '1 5 2 4 6 5 9 32 
QO 3 3 6 5 3 8 5 1 l 6 6 8 3.1 
'1 8 4 a 6 0 5 4 6 4 5 '1 7 35 
6 1 7 5 4 6 4 1 4 5 6 9 35 
59 4. 3 'J . 7 6 5 4 3 7 4 7 9 38 
60 1 0 5 '6 0 7 5 3 2 3 5 6 28 
61 7. 9 8 5 5 8 - '1 7 - 10 g 82 
62 'l· 4 6 7 5 8 'Z 'l - 6 9 '15 
63 5 4 7 6 6 9 - 'l 7 8 9 60 
64 3. 8 6 6 5 9 - 13 8 11 9 '14 
65 '1 6 9 8 5 ? 7 '1 10 9 71 
66 '1 7 "t 8 5 9 - 6 '1 9 8 76 
6'1 2 5 9 6 ' 6 8 - 4 8 - 8 9' '12 
68 6 8 10 8 ? 8 - 9 '1 10 9 '71 
69 e. 7 5 6 5 8 - 12 9 - 10 9 73 
'10 7 5 8 6 5 8 - 6 7 g. 9 63 
71 4 6 9 6 0 7 - 3 5 - ? 8 64 
-.:a -
3 .. 6 7 8 9A 9B 10 llA 
6 4 8 '1. 'Z a - 6 '1 - 9 9 ?4 
6 6 7 6 5 9 - 9 9 - 9 8 'ZO 
8 'I "l 6 4 a - 5 , - 9 9 65 
'J a e '1 3 6 - 8 'I - 9 9 67 
8, '1 '1 6 4 9 - 1.1 8 - 10 9 '11 
'J 5 10 '1 6 a - 9 7 - 10 9 '11. 
'l a 8. 6 '1 9 5 5 - 1 8 60 
a 9 7 5 9 - 9 a - 9 9 68 
~ 8 9 5 • 9 4 7 8 9 80 
'l sz 6 '1 5 9 10 7 s 8 7l 
'Z 6 '1 8 3 a - 8 1 '1 9 60 
'J 3 " 6. 4 5 6 - l.O 9 '12 
'l 6 a 5, 5 6 6 'l 8 8 61 
~ ~ 6 8 5 2 - ~ '1 '1 9 72 
9 3 8 6 4 a - 4. ,, 8 g 6.6 
1 4 9 'l 5 a 7 6 8 9 60 
s 5. 6 '1 5 a 4. 7 8 g 60 
a ·'l 8 'l 5 '} 6 a 8 9 '71 
9 ? 8 6 9 - l.2 8 - 9 9 73 
8 8 8 8 '1 s - 'l 'l 10 9 70 
g 8 '1 6 4 9 rz 7 0 10 9 78 
8 5. 8 Q 6 'I 8 "l - 9 9 '10 
6 6 7 'l 4 "' ll '1 'J 9 '16 
g a 9 9 4. 9 '1 6 ... 10 8 63 
a. 'J 9 5 9 - 6 '1 10 9 60 
g 9 s 4 9' 9 '1 1.0 9 68 
'l 'i 8 8 6 a. 8 '1 9 9 71 
a 4 9 s 5 a 9 g - 9 9 '15 
4 5 a 8 6 9 'I ' - 8 9 58 
Key t • i--;ures . 





Figure 6 . ----- ------
Figure 7.------------
igure 8.------------



































































Figures I-21 inclusive 
1. show, the order of 
difficulty of the 
1. separate items of each 
test as measured by 
1. the number of subjec ts 
passing each item. 
I., Number of subjects 
shown vertically. 










9b .-------- tt 3. 
igure 22 . Frequency Distribution of Tetrad Differences 
IOO.) 
60. ) 
Figure 22>. It It 
(No . of Subjects -
" Ye trad Differences 
( No. Of Subjec ~s: 
i , re 24.-- rrangement of Cards in Test I. 
igure 25 .-- Perspective view of cube sho~ing positions of 
missing cubes as used in Test 6 . 
Figure 26 . -- Set of Mazes used in Test IO . 
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